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When calculating and dimensioning pipe systems, the following values or formulas for
valve resistance must be used. In calculating work, they provide the actual capacity of the valve
since the pressure drop is based on measurements (see SMS 1000) at the feed outlet at such a
distance from the valve that turbulence inside the valve itself does not influence the values.
Kv values for various pre-settings

Note! Graphs on the next page
FORMULAS (For computer use only)
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d = valve size in m m (65, 80 etc.)

Measuring accuracy
A valve that operates with a high leve1 of flow capacity naturally has a large cross-section
area when fully open. TA works with high tolerance demands with respect to valve seat and
cone diameters. The leve1 of accuracy is highest when the valve is open. The smaller the
opening at which the valve is set, the greater the part played by manufacturing tolerances
since the variation in measurement is then considerably more from the viewpoint of percentage.
ASa result of extensive measurements carried out in our laboratory, it has been possible to
determine the following anticipated maximum deviation in any installation:

Deviation concerning flow with different pre-settings
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Correction factors for different liquids
For liquids other than water at +20°C, the pressure drop concerned can be obtained from
the TA diagram after correction of AP with a factor equal to the weight per unit volume in
tons/m3.
Example
Known flow: Increase the pressure drop read off in the diagram by 10% if the weight per
unit volume is 1.1 tons/m3.
Known pressure drop: Decrease pressure drop by 10% if weight per unit volume is 1. l
tons/m3, read off the flow in the diagram with this pressure drop.
The above-mentioned applies to liquids that have on the whole the same viscosity ( 5 20
cSt = 3OE = 100 S.U.) as water, that is to say most water/glycol mixtures and waterlbrine
solutions.
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Diagram, DN 20Q-3W

KV values

When calculating and dimensioning pipe systems,the following values4
must be used. In calculating work, they provide the actual capacity of tl
pressure drop is based on measurements (see SIVIS 1000)at the feed outlet
from the valve that turbulente inside the valve itself does not influence thl

Kv values for various pre-settings

This graph shows the pressure drop
over the pressure test points of the valve.
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OFe = log.' for coefficient
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Kv = Valve coefficient (m3/hat 1 bar)

Measuring accuracy
A valve that operates with a high level of flow capacity'naturally has a large c
area when fully open. TA works with high tolerante demands with respect to v;
cone diameters. The level of accuracy is highest when the valve is open. Thf
opening at which the valve is set, the greater the part played by manufacturin
since the variation in measurement is then considerably more from the viewl
centage.

ASa result of extensive measurements carried out in our laboratory, it has beei
determine the following anticipated maximum deviation in any installation:

Deviation concerning flow with different pre-settings

Correction factors f ~ different
r
liquids
For liquids other than water at + 20°C, the pressure drop ccncerned can be ok
the TA diagram after correction of A P with a factor equal to the weight per ur
tons/m3.
Example
Known flow: Increase the pressure drop read off in the diagram by 10 % if thc
unit volume is 1. l tons/m3.
Known pressure drop: Decrease pressure drop by 10 % if weight per unit vc
tons/m3, read off the flow in the diagram with this pre
The above-mentioned applies to liquids that have on the whole the same visc
cSt = 3OE = 100 S.U.) as water, that is to say most waterlglycol mixturec and
solutions.
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